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Empirical potentials for rovibrational energy transfer of hydrogen fluoride
in collisions with argon
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Rovibrational energy transfer of hydrogen fluoride in collisions with argon was investigated by
using the coupled-states approximation to the quantum scattering problem. Empirically determined
3-D ab initio potential energy surfaces~PES! for the interaction between hydrogen fluoride and
argon are presented. Second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory~MP2! was used to provide an
initial approximate PES for the complex. The MP2 PES was subsequently modified to compensate
for the underestimated dispersion interaction and adjusted until the desired agreement between
calculated and observed spectroscopic quantities was achieved. Calculated rotational cross sections
are in good agreement with experimental results as well as those obtained with a highly accurate
vibrationally averaged empirical PES@J. M. Hutson, J. Chem. Phys.96, 6752 ~1992!#. The rate
constants for the collision induced relaxation of the first vibrational state of hydrogen fluoride are
presented as functions of temperature. The rate constants show structure at low temperature
corresponding to cross-section resonances. The calculated rate constants are in good agreement with
available high temperature experimental results. The calculations provide lower temperature rate
constants and a wealth of detailed state-to-state information that are not available from experiment.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1388547#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The HF–Ar system is an important benchmark for t
development and understanding of potential energy surfa
There has been much experimental and theoretical intere
this system due mostly to the use of hydrogen fluoride
lasers. Even though there exists a great deal of experime
and computational data for the system, little is known ab
the details of its vibrational energy transfer. This may
attributed to both the experimental and the computatio
difficulties that are inherent to its study. One of the ch
computational problems is the development of an accu
potential energy surface~PES!. Here we test several method
for calculating the potential energy surface for the collisio
vibrational energy transfer of this and similar systems. T
surfaces generated are tested against known spectros
and rotational activation data. The final surfaces obtained
used to investigate rovibrational energy transfer of
HF–Ar collisional system.

Vibrational energy transfer involving small molecules
of interest for a variety of reasons. In the atmosphere, hig
vibrationally excited molecules~e.g., CO2, O3, OH, H2O,
NO! are produced as a result of chemical reactions, quen
ing of excited electronic states, and absorption of light.

a!Present address: Computational Biochemistry, Biophysics, and Bio
Group, Environmental Molecular Sciences Laboratory, Pacific Northw
National Laboratory, Richland, WA 99352.
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low altitudes, the high collision frequency maintains a Bo
zmann vibrational energy distribution characterized by
local translational~kinetic! temperature: ‘‘Local thermody-
namic equilibrium’’~LTE!. At high altitudes, ‘‘non-LTE’’ dis-
tributions are produced as the result of radiative and che
cal processes in competition with collisions. Radiati
energy is lost from the local atmosphere, affecting the e
ciency of heat deposition.1–5 The occurrence of non-LTE ca
also compromise the interpretation of atmospheric limb ra
ances measured from satellites~e.g., Solomonet al.6!. The
present study was motivated by the desire to investigate n
LTE in HF(v), which is likely produced in atmospheric co
lisions of HF with O2(

1D) or O2(
1S).7

The vibrational deactivation of HF in HF–Ar mixture
has been studied in laser fluorescence and shock
experiments,8–17but accurate measurement of HF–Ar ener
transfer is difficult because it makes only a minor contrib
tion compared to the much more efficient HF–HF ener
transfer. At 295 K the rate of self-deactivation is reported
'2.0310212cm3/molecule•sec, while the upper limit for
the deactivation by argon at the same temperature is t
orders of magnitude smaller. The experimental rate const
were determined from plots of inverse relaxation time ver
HF mole fraction extrapolated to infinite dilution. At highe
temperature, the HF–Ar rate constants are measurable, b
low temperatures, the intercepts fall close to zero and exp
mental uncertainties prevent evaluation of the HF–Ar r

y
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constant. Thus, the results from the lower temperature
periments were reported as upper bounds. Computati
prediction of the rate constant is also challenging since
dependence of the intermolecular potential on the HF vib
tional coordinate must be assessed and the number of
rovibrational channels may be prohibitive. In contrast to
experiments, the computational procedure is simplified
lower temperatures because fewer channels are availab

There have been several previous theoretical studie
the collision induced deactivation of HF by Ar.18–23Ovchin-
nikova used a quasiclassical approximation with several s
plifying transformations to calculate the vibrational deactiv
tion rate constant from the first excited vibrational state w
four different PESs.22 Two of them, which were based o
previously determined self-consistent field~SCF! data,24 pro-
duced rate constants within the range of values obtained
experiments for temperatures between 800 and 4000 K.
results are not in close agreement with the present study
they fall within the wide scatter of experimental values. B
rend and Thommarson performed a quasiclassical trajec
study of HF (v51) – Ar vibrational deactivation that pro
vided good results for higher temperatures but overestim
the upper limits set by experimental observations at 294
350 K.20 Thompson conducted quasiclassical trajectory c
culations using an additive pair potential for several vib
tional states of hydrogen fluoride.18,19He provided a detailed
preliminary survey of the state-to-state cross sections, bu
not determine the relative translational energy dependenc
the cross sections. This dependence is required in orde
calculate rate constants and is also helpful in interpreting
qualitative behavior of the collisional system. When this p
per was nearing completion, Kremset al.23 released a quan
tum mechanical study of the vibrational relaxation of t
HF–Ar system. Their intermolecular potential is based
the diatomics-in-molecule approach,25–27which is much dif-
ferent than the augmented potentials used here. Their re
are in good agreement with existing data.

The predicted rate constant for the vibrational deacti
tion of hydrogen fluoride by argon may be greatly improv
by using better computational techniques and new spec
scopic data for the van der Waals complex. Recent adva
in computer hardware have made it possible to use hig
accurate quantum scattering methods such as the cou
states~CS! approximation28 to calculate state-to-state cro
sections. These same advances have made it possible to
out more accurate and computationally demandingab initio
calculations of the PES. Much is known now about the
termolecular potentials of van der Waals complexes and h
to useab initio quantum mechanics to assess them reliabl29

There has been great interest in the development of
termolecular potential energy surfaces for prototype syst
consisting of an atom and a diatomic molecule.24,30–50Poten-
tial surfaces for the intermolecular interaction of hydrog
fluoride and argon have been reported numer
times.18–22,24–26,44–51In Jacobi coordinates, the relative pos
tions of the particles are represented by a vectorr which
points from the fluorine atom to the hydrogen atom, by
vector R which points from the diatomic center of mass
the argon atom, and by the angleu between the vectors~the
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zero for u is chosen to be the linear Ar-H-F geometry!. In
order to obtain a potential energy surface approaching s
troscopic accuracy directly fromab initio calculations, accu-
rate electron correlation techniques must be employed w
large basis sets and many different geometries.48,52 For most
systems it is not yet practical to perform calculations w
this level of accuracy or complexity and there is clearly
need for effective methods for enhancing the more mod
ab initio methods that are currently accessible.

Various approaches to potential energy surface enha
ment have been reported.30–32,37,53–61Some decompose th
potential into physically meaningful terms that can
modified.31,37,54,55,61Others scale the potential by a consta
factor or scale the coordinates.56–60Recently a technique wa
developed which scales both simultaneously.32 For an atom-
diatom collisional system, spectroscopic data for van
Waals complexes may be used with nonlinear least squ
algorithms to determine the modifications.45,62 In the present
study we perform bound state calculations for the van
Waals complex and use the results to augment or morp
potential energy surface derived from second-order Møl
Plesset theory~MP2!. We then determine the effects of th
potential energy enhancements on the calculation of vib
tional energy transfer.

Once a suitable potential is obtained, it is used to pred
the rotational energy transfer cross sections and rate
stants. These cross sections provide a test of the intermol
lar potential that is a prelude to determining the vibration
rate constants. Rotational activation cross sections that h
been measured63 at a relative translational energy of 35
cm21 may be compared to highly accurate close-coupled t
oretical calculations and are a useful test of the intermole
lar potential energy surface anisotropy at the base of
repulsive wall. The CS calculations are used to predict ro
tional cross sections over the range of energies studied.
is known experimentally about how the individual cross s
tions vary with the relative translational energy and theref
these dependencies cannot be compared directly to ex
mental data. However, the calculated energy depende
provides valuable insight into the qualitative behavior of t
collisional system and is shown for selected cross sectio
We also examine the relationship between the rotatio
cross sections corresponding to HF in different vibratio
states and the suitability of the empirical power-gap law
data modeling and reduction. Representative rotational
ergy transfer rate constants are presented and discussed

The vibrational energy transfer rate constants are ca
lated from the individual rovibrational state-to-state rate co
stants and are shown to be in good agreement with the
ited experimental measurements. The original MP2 surf
does well at calculating the vibrational deactivation rate c
stants. The surface enhancing techniques discussed here
little effect on the resulting vibrational energy transfer, ho
ever they do improve the predicted rotational activation cr
sections and bound state energies. Analysis of the state
state rate constants shows a strong tendency toward pure
transitions. Qualitative structural features are evident
low-temperature rate constants, due to low energy cro
section resonance structures. All of the results are consis
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with the available experimental observations and the kno
qualitative behavior of energy transfer cross sections and
constants.

II. POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACES

The empirical potentials developed here begin with
3-D potentialV(R,u,r ) based on a grid of points determine
via MP2 calculations. The 3-D potential is modified either
scaling the MP2 potential or by adding terms that enha
the dispersion interaction, which is known to be undere
mated by the MP2 level of electron correlation. This is
computationally simple step and could be replaced by on
the other methods of surface augmentation or morph
Finding the best parameters is greatly accelerated by the
istence of previously determined vibrationally averaged
tentials~averaged overr!, which may be used to make sma
improvements to the 3-D potential. By themselves these
potentials have been used for rotational energy transfer,63 but
they do not provide the necessary information to predict
brational state changes.

The 3-D potential can be vibrationally averaged by in
grating over the diatomic wave functions as shown in S
II C. The resulting 2-D potential is used to calculate the bin
ing energy and spectroscopic properties of the van der W
complex for comparison to experimental quantities.64–68The
MP2 PES is adjusted until satisfactory agreement is reac
with the experimental spectroscopic properties. This met
produces an improved 3-D potential energy surface for
van der Waals complex without a significant increase in
computational effort. By applying augmentation or morphi
techniques to the 3-D surface and comparing the vib
tionally averaged surface to experimental data, this techn
preserves the dependence of the MP2 potential on the in
nal coordinater of the molecule.

Potential energy surfaces generated in the aforem
tioned manner are augmented based on the properties of
van der Waals potential wells. However, the collisional e
ergy transfer cross sections and rate constants are m
dependent on the repulsive part of the potential. The m
deficiency of the MP2 surfaces is the underestimation of
attractive dispersion interaction29,69 which is most important
near the van der Waals minimum. However, when the d
persion interaction is augmented, the repulsive wall of
potential is also modified. In order to determine the sensi
ity of the energy transfer results to the form of the augm
tation, three different augmented potentials are gener
from an MP2 surface and used in scattering calculations

A. ab initio calculations

The quantum chemistry method chosen for this stu
was second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory~MP2!
with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis.70–72This method has the advan
tage of being size consistent, which simplifies the deter
nation of the intermolecular potential. Mourik and Dunnin
have recently performedab initio calculations for the HF-Ar
system using this and other computational technique48

Their results show that the MP2 method is capable of rep
ducing important features of the potential energy surface,
the HF-Ar binding energy is underestimated even in the
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timated limit of a complete basis. For the HF-Ar comple
MP2 with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis recovers only appro
mately 80% of the binding energy De . The deficiency is
expected, since an accurate calculation of the attractive
persion interaction requires highly correlated techniques.29,69

All of the MP2 calculations presented here were conduc
using NWChem73 software.

The intermolecular potentialV(R,u,r ) is obtained via
the supermolecular approach29,38 and is expressed as

V~R,u,r !5EHF–Ar~R,u,r !2EHF ~`,r !2EAr~`!

1DEcp~R,u,r !2DEsc~r !, ~1!

where EHF–Ar(R,u,r ) is the potential energy of the whol
system,EHF(`,r ) is the isolated diatom potential energ
EAr(`) is the isolated Ar atom potential energ
DEcp(R,u,r ) is the counterpoise correction for the basis
superposition error~BSSE!, and DEsc(r ) is a size consis-
tency correction.

The counterpoise correction is expressed as

DEcp~R,u,r !5EHF~`,r !2EHF~R,u,r !

1EAr~`!2EAr~R,u,r !, ~2!

and substituting this result back into Eq.~1! gives

V~R,u,r !5EHF–Ar~R,u,r !2EHF ~R,u,r !2EAr~R,u,r !,
~3!

whereEHF(R,u,r ) andEAr(R,u,r ) are fragment energies re
quiring separate calculations. The size consistent term
equal to zero for the MP2 method.74 The dependence o
EHF(R,u,r ) on R and u as well as the dependence
EAr(R,u,r ) on R, u, andr is due to the inclusion of the ful
set of basis functions that were used for the complex.

In order to obtain an accurate analytical representation
the potentialV(R,u,r ), ab initio calculations were carried
out for many values ofR, u, and r. The range ofR fell
between 1.5 and 20 Å and included 23 unequally spa
points. This range was chosen to include values smaller t
the lower integration limits of the subsequent scattering c
culations~Sec. III A!. The values ofr used were 0.7, 0.9648
1.1, 1.3, and 1.5 Å. The value of 0.9648 Å is the expectat
value of r for v51 in isolated HF. The range ofr was de-
termined from the HF vibrational wave-function amplitude
The angleu varied between 0° and 180° with 11 equal
spaced values and thus covered the range of symm
unique angles.

B. Analytical representation of the interaction
potential

Theab initio calculations provide a discrete set of poin
by which a functional representation must be determin
There are numerous ways of accomplishing this step, e
with its own strengths.75–80 Here the potential function is
represented by a Legendre polynomial expansion with co
ficients determined using a matrix inversion technique.38,81

The potential may be expressed as
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V~R,u,r !5(
k

(
l

Vl
k~R!Pl~cosu!~r 2r e!

k

5dTV~R!s, ~4!

where

dl5Pl~cosu! and sk5~r 2r e!
k ~5!

andPl(cosu) are Legendre polynomials of orderl. The ma-
trix V(R) is given by

V~R!5D21B~R!S21, ~6!

where

Dlm5Pl~cosum! and Skn5~r n2r e!
k. ~7!

The ab initio calculations are performed for the anglesum

and the diatomic bond lengthsr n , constrained by the condi
tions l5m andk5n. These conditions are required by th
matrix inversion step in Eq.~6!. The termsBmn(R) are rep-
resented by functions of the form

Bmn~R!5exp@2amn~R2Rmn!#F(
i 50

3

bmn
~ i !Ri G

2tanh~R!F(
i 53

5

cmn
~2i !R22i G , ~8!

where the coefficientsamn, bmn
( i ) and cmn

(2i ) were determined
using least squares. The hyperbolic tangent function in
last term was used as a damping function for the disper
interaction. Various damping functions have been review
in the literature.30,69

The potential expansion convergence, with respect to
number of angular functions, is affected by the location
the coordinate origin. For example, an isotropic exponen
repulsive potential may be expressed as,

V~R1!5A exp~2bR1!, ~9!

whereR1 is a distance from the first originO1 ~see Fig. 1!.
Transforming to a second originO2 gives,

V~R2 ,u!5A expH 2bR2F (
l50

`

Pl~cosu!S a

R2
D lG21J

~10!

with the constraint

FIG. 1. Two coordinate systems for the expansion of the isotropic poten
The origin O1 corresponds to the center of the isotropic potential and
origin O2 corresponds to an off center expansion.
e
n
d

e
f
l

R2
2.ua222aR2 cosuu, ~11!

wherea is the magnitude of the displacement,u is the angle
between the position vector and the displacement vecto
shown in Fig. 1, anda/R2,1. For a50, only theP0 term
remains and the form of the original potential is obtaine
For a.0, higher order Legendre polynomials are require
The expansion coefficients are proportional to (a/R2)l and it
follows that for larger values ofa ~greater displacement o
the coordinate origin from the isotropic potential cente!
more terms are required for the expansion to converge.
same considerations apply to anisotropic potentials, howe
the algebra is much more cumbersome.

The repulsive wall of the HF–Ar potential closely re
sembles an ellipse~with nearly equal major and minor axes!
as show in Fig. 2. The convergence of the angular part of
~4! is expected to be best for a coordinate system with
origin located at the center of the ellipse. With the corre
choice of origin for the HF–Ar potential, we also expect th
the isotropic term should be the largest term for values oR
that correspond to the potential wall. Since Legendre po
nomial expansions of the HF–Ar intermolecular potent
V(R,u,r ) are done with the origin located at the center-o
mass, we expect the convergence of the angular expansi
be best when the center of the ellipse is located close to
center-of-mass. Fortunately, this is the case for the MP2
tential.

An ellipse with the center located atRi50.06 Å closely
matches the classical turning points on theV0,0

3 (R,u) poten-
tial at a relative translational energy of 1000 cm21. The con-
vergence of the expansion may be qualitatively seen by
relative magnitudes of the expansion coefficientsV(R)l

k . For

l.
e

FIG. 2. The HF-Ar intermolecular potential classical turning points. T

V̄0,0
2 (R,u) matrix element is shown with the H6~4,3,2! potential for the

ground vibrational state of HF. Each ellipse corresponds to a constan
ergy. From the outside ellipse inward, the energies are 1000, 2000, 4
and 8000 cm21. The HF-Ar center-of-mass is taken as the origin of t
graph.
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HF–Ar the isotropic termV(R)0
0 is large and the Ar atom ca

only access regions in the scattering calculations wh
higher-order (l.4) Legendre polynomial expansions a
small. For R52.12 Å, theV(R)0

0 term is 8.4 times larger
than theV(R)4

0 term. Espostiet al.82 discuss this effect for
similar systems, as well as provide several graphs of
expansion coefficients.

The same matrix technique was applied to Thompso
potential. Figure 3 shows the angular expansion coefficie
for five different origin locations. From the graph it is ev
dent that the best choice of origin is close to a 0.4 Å d
placement from the center of mass toward the hydrogen
displacement of between 0.3 and 0.4 Å is necessary to fit
repulsive wall to an ellipse at a classical turning point
1000 cm21. The saw tooth shape of the coefficients~smaller
odd terms! indicates that for this choice of origin, the coo
dinates more correctly represent the symmetry of the po
tial. For a perfect ellipse, only even terms appear in the
pansion. The variation in convergence between these se
parameters is significant. For the matrix inversion techniq
l can be interpreted as the number of angles in Eq. 7. Fo
ab initio surface, optimizing the choice of origin could d
crease the number of angles necessary to describe the p
tial.

C. Surface augmentation

Once an analytical representation was obtained, two n
potential surfaces were generated by adjusting the expan
coefficients of Eq.~8!. This allows the augmentation proce
to retain the same level of flexibility as the original fittin
functions. In the present work the coefficientscmn

(2i ) were
modified until the potential reproduced observed bind
energies64–68 for the van der Waals complex to within th
desired tolerance. The resulting surfaces differ in the form
Eq. ~8! as shown by

FIG. 3. The magnitude of the angular expansion coefficients for the Tho
son ~Refs. 18,19! potential. The radius is held constantRn52.11 Å for n
different polar coordinate origins. Numbers on the graph represent the
placement of the origin along the bond from the center-of-mass wit
positive displacement toward the hydrogen. The coefficients for an orig
the center-of-mass have been emphasized. The plot for 0.4 Å shows s
ture ~smaller odd terms! that is due to the presence of symmetry.
re
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Bmn
1 ~R!5Bmn~R!2tanh~R!(

i 53

5

dm
~2i !R22i ~12!

Bmn
2 ~R!5Bmn~R!2tanh~R!(

i 53

5

dmn
~2i !R22i , ~13!

where the augmentation ofBmn
1 (R) depends only on the

angleu, and the augmentation ofBmn
2 (R) depends on both

the r andu. The coefficientsdmn were assumed to vary lin
early with r n . Three-dimensional potentials are genera
from Eq. ~12! and Eq.~13! via Eq. ~6!.

The two augmented potentials were constructed in si
lar ways. TheV1 potential was augmented by adding an a
gular dependent dispersion interaction. TheV1 potential was
made to reproduce the geometry and depth of the min
based on the highly accurateab initio calculations of Mourik
and Dunning48 while reproducing the experimental spectr
scopic bound state energies for the first five HF vibratio
states of the van der Waals complex.64–68,83,84TheV2 poten-
tial was augmented by adding a dispersion interaction tha
a function of the angleu and of the HF bond length. The
H6~4, 3, 2! potential45 was used to determine the angul
dependence of the coefficientsdmn from Eq. ~13!. The
V̄1,1(R,u) element of the augmented potential was compa
to the corresponding HF(v51) surface of the H6~4, 3, 2!
potential. A least squares algorithm was used to minimize
difference between the potentials over all eleven angles
from R53.0 Å to R55.0 Å. In this way information from
the high quality vibrationally averaged potential H6~4, 3, 2!
was included during the construction of the 3-D potentia
The angular dependence was determined from the H6~4, 3,
2! potential first, followed by the bond length dependen
The bond length dependence was assumed to be linear
determined by fitting the van der Waals complex bound s
energies for the first three HF vibrational states. The stati
ary points of the potential energy surfaces are given
Table I.

D. Potential scaling

A third potential was obtain by scaling the MP2 potent
by a constant factor

V351.23VMP21Vdisp~u!. ~14!

The coefficient was chosen to bring the van der Waals co
plex well depths into agreement with Mourik and Dunning48

Spectroscopic binding energies for the van der Waals c
plex were then fitted by adding an angle-dependent dis
sion interactionVdisp(u) using Eq.~12!. The angular depen
dence of this interaction was designed to broaden the w
The stationary points of the potential energy surface
given in Table I.

E. Bound state calculations

In order to calculate the spectroscopic properties fr
the potentials and to perform quantum scattering calcu
tions, a potential coupling matrix is required. The matrix w
obtained from expectation values

p-

is-
a
at
uc-
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V̄v,v8~R,u!5^v,J50uV~R,u,r !uv8,J50&, ~15!

whereuv,J50& are the diatomic vibrational wavefunction
The vibrational wave-functions needed in Eq.~15! were de-
termined from Numerov integration85,86 of RKR
potentials87–89VHF

RKR using both software developed in hou
and the software programLEVEL.90

The programBOUND91,92 was used to perform close
coupling calculations of the bound state energies and to
termine the binding energiesD0 , the energy differences
EJ512EJ50 , and the approximate centrifugal distortio
constant DJ5@2EJ5213EJ5122EJ50#/24. Calculations
were performed in the manner described by Changet al.,
who performed bound state calculations on the H6~4, 3, 2!
potential.93 Spectroscopic properties were calculated ign

TABLE I. The potential energy surface stationary points for the total pot
tial Vtot5VHF

RKB1V(R,u,r ). The ab initio data were obtained from Mourik
and Dunning.a

Intermolecular potential

Minima

r ~Å! V ~cm21!u ~deg! R ~Å!

VMP2 0.0 3.481 0.917 61 2171.95
180.0 3.464 0.917 01 274.49

V1 0.0 3.434 0.917 60 2207.04
180.0 3.402 0.917 03 293.42

V2 0.0 3.442 0.917 64 2184.09
180.0 3.386 0.917 12 2103.11

V3 0.0 3.481 0.917 79 2211.58
180.0 3.464 0.917 05 291.63

CCSD~T!/aug-cc-pV5Za 0.0 3.436 0.918 11 2206.38
CCSD~T!/aug-cc-pVQZa 180.0 3.415 0.918 01 292.89

Transition states

VMP2 93.72 3.638 0.916 91 251.73
V1 101.56 3.484 0.916 92 287.71
V2 124.99 3.453 0.917 05 286.95
V3 93.92 3.572 0.916 93 280.40
CCSD~T!/aug-cc-pVQZa 98.96 3.550 0.917 93 274.86

aSee Ref. 48.
e-

-

ing vibrational coupling, since the off-diagonal elements
the vibrational matrix do not greatly affect the eigenvalues45

The spectroscopic properties calculated for all of the
tentials are shown in Table II along with their experimen
counterparts. The unmodified MP2 surface recovered 66%
the binding energyD0 , which is even less than the 80%
recovery if measured from the bottom of the wellDe .48 All
of the augmented potentials reproduce the spectroscopic
reported in Table II significantly better than did the origin
MP2 surface.

III. ROVIBRATIONAL ENERGY TRANSFER

The HF–Ar collisional energy transfer may be repr
sented by the following second-order reaction

HF~v i ,Ji !1Ar ——→
k~v i ,Ji ,v f ,Jf ;T!

HF~v f ,Jf !1Ar, ~16!

where v is the vibrational quantum number,J is the rota-
tional quantum number,k(v i ,Ji ,v f ,Jf ;T) is the temperature
dependent rate constant,i labels initial values, andf labels
final values. The rate constant is expressed in u
cm3/molecule•sec and is related to the reaction rate by

d@HF~v f ,Jf !#

dt
52

d@HF~v i ,Ji !#

dt

5k~v i ,Ji ,v f ,Jf ;T!@HF~v i ,Ji !#@Ar#,

~17!

where square brackets denote number density in units
molecule/cm3. The energy transfer rate constants are rela
to the state-to-state cross sectionss(v i ,Ji ,v f ,Jf ;Ek) using
the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution

-

46
54
89
4

TABLE II. Spectroscopic properties of the potential energy surfaces. The binding energiesD0 , state energy
differencesEJ512EJ50 , and a centrifugal distortion constantDJ are presented.a

Ground state~v000!

D0(cm21) EJ512EJ50(cm21)

v50 v51 v52 v50 v51 v52

Expt.b 101.7 111.354 122.612 0.204 5 0.205 24 0.205 97
V1 103.333 5 111.210 7 121.171 3 0.203 493 0.204 372 0.205 6
V2 101.792 8 111.320 1 122.612 4 0.205 927 0.207 195 0.208 6
V3 99.709 3 109.645 8 122.241 1 0.196 246 0.197 723 0.199 5
VMP2 67.151 0 74.335 1 83.440 4 0.191 739 0.193 586 0.195 81

DJ(31026 cm21)

v50 v51 v52

Expt.b 2.36 2.12 1.95
V1 2.50 2.25 2.17
V2 2.50 2.25 2.0
V3 2.25 2.04 1.88
VMP2 3.19 2.86 2.55

aFor a description of the quantum numbers characterizing the states of the complex see Hutson~Ref. 45!.
bSee Refs. 64–68.
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k~v i ,Ji ,v f ,Jf ;T!

51/kTS 8

pmkTD 1/2E
0

`

Eks~v i ,Ji ,v f ,Jf ;Ek!

3exp~2Ek /kT!dEk , ~18!

whereEk is the initial relative translational energy andm is
the HF–Ar reduced mass. Rate constants for vibrational
laxation are obtained by averaging the state-to-state rate
stants over the initial rotational states and summing over
final rotational states.

The experimental measurements cited herein have
been carried out on mixtures of HF and Ar in which the H
molecules undergo multiple collisions before being vib
tionally deactivated. Since the cross sections for rotatio
energy transfer are much larger than those for vibratio
deactivation, the rotational states are well-represented b
Boltzmann distribution. Therefore, the energy depend
cross section for vibrational energy transfer is given by

s~v i ,v f ;Ek!5
1

q (
Ji

open

~2Ji11!

3exp~2EJi
/kT!s~v i ,Ji ,v f ;Ek!, ~19!

where

q5(
Ji

~2Ji11!exp~2EJi
/kT!, ~20!

EJi
is the energy of theJi state, and

s~v i ,Ji ,v f ;Ek!5(
Jf

open

s~v i ,Ji ,v f ,Jf ;Ek! ~21!

is the cross section summed over all open final states.
thermal rate constant for vibrational energy transfer is giv
by

k~v i ,v f ;T!5
1

kT S 8

pmkTD 1/2E
0

`

Eks~v i ,v f ;Ek!

3exp~2Ek /kT!dEk . ~22!

A. Quantum scattering calculations

All quantum scattering calculations were performed
ing the HIBRIDON94–96 software package developed by M
H. Alexander and co-workers. For details, see the HIB
DON distribution literature. Convergence of the calculat
cross sections was verified with respect to all relevant par
eters and was better than 2%. A hybrid log-derivative/A
propagator was used.97 Log-derivative integration was car
ried out from 4.0 a0 to 30.0 a0 with an interval of 0.05 a0.
Airy integration was used from 30.0 a0 to 100.0 a0 with a
variable interval. A step size of 5 was used for the orb
angular momentum in the CS calculations. The reduced m
of the 1H19F and40Ar system is 13.331 917 a.u. The vibra
tional coupling matrices were approximated as shown in
~15!. This approximation is expected to be least accurate
rate constants below room temperature; discussion of its
lidity may be found elsewhere.53,98,99
e-
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For comparison with experimental results of Chapm
et al.,63 rotational cross sections were determined by solv
the close-coupled quantum scattering equations for 35
cm21 relative translation energy. TheV̄0,0(R,u) element of
the potential coupling matrix was used from Eq.~15!. The
matrix element represents a vibrationally averaged poten
that is appropriate for rotational energy transfer at low re
tive velocity.

The energy dependent rovibrational energy transfer cr
sections, necessary for calculating the vibrational rate c
stants, were determined using the CS approximation.28,100–103

Using this approximation, the state-to-state cross sections

s~v i ,Ji ,v f ,Jf ;Ek!5(
V

sV~v i ,Ji ,v f ,Jf ;Ek!, ~23!

whereV denotes the projection of the total angular mome
tum on the body-fixed quantization axis and the sum is o
all values of the projection quantum number such thatuVu
<min(Ji ,Jf). The CS approximation has been shown to
highly accurate for rovibrational energy transfer of ato
diatomic molecule collisions, except at very low relative v
locities. For neutral systems, if the relative translational
ergy of both the initial and final states is greater than the w
depth then the CS approximation is expected to be valid104

Comparison between the CS approximation and clo
coupling results shows no distinguishable differences for
vibrational deactivation cross section of He1H2,

105,106a sys-
tem less anisotropic than HF–Ar. Kouri provides a detai
description of the CS approximation with its strengths a
weaknesses.104 Rovibrational energy transfer cross sectio
were calculated over a range of total energies from 6117
16512 cm21 relative to the bottom of the hydrogen fluorid
intermolecular potential well.

B. Rotational energy transfer

The close-coupled rotational activation calculations
summarized in Table III for a relative translational energy
350 cm21. The experimental and theoretical results of Cha
man et al.,63 corresponded to a narrow distribution of rel
tive translational energies centered at 350 cm21. In their
work, the width of the distribution opens theJf54 channel,
which lies slightly above 350 cm21. Their experimental re-

TABLE III. Relative cross sections for rotational activation of HF by A
with a relative translational energy of 350 cm21. Experimental values are

given by Chapmanet al.a The results reported as H6̄(4,3,2) were deter-
mined from the H6~4,3,2! potential by Chapmanet al. by using a615%
distribution of energies about the relative translational energy.

Transition
Jf2Ji Expt. H̄6(4,3,2) H6~4,3,2! V1 V2 V3 VMP2

Percent of total cross section
1 ← 0 77~8! 76.9 77.18 81.20 77.70 89.49 94.5
2 ← 0 18~3! 18.3 18.36 13.62 18.36 7.60 3.5
3 ← 0 4.4~8! 4.44 4.45 5.18 3.94 2.91 1.91
4 ← 0 0.4~4! 0.280 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

Total cross section~Å2!
25~5! 21.3 21.10 16.89 20.24 15.53 17.5

aSee Ref. 63.
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sults and their theoretical calculations based on Husto
H6~4,3,2! potential45 are summarized in Table III by column
labeled Expt. and H̄6~4,3,2! respectively. All of the other
data presented in Table III were calculated in the pres
study. A direct comparison with the experimental measu
ments may be made without taking into account the effec
the energy distribution, which is very narrow.

It is evident from the table that all of the potentials gi
qualitatively similar results. The results obtained with theV2

potential agree with the experiments to within reported er
TheV2 potential is most accurate for the calculation of ro
tional cross sections and therefore it was used for all of
calculations presented for rotational energy transfer cr
sections and rate constants. State-to-state rotational en
transfer rate constants were obtained using the CS app
mation. An example of these rate constants as a functio
temperature is shown in Fig. 4. The rate constants are
vibrationally elastic collisions of Ar with HF(v51) where
rotationally elastic terms have been omitted in order to sh
the relatively smaller inelastic terms more clearly. The figu
shows a rapid decrease in the rate constant as a functio
uDEHFu5uEHF(v f ,Jf)2EHF(v i ,Ji)u. The exponential char
acter of this decrease is evident for both upward and do
ward transitions shown in Fig. 5.

There has been much effort to create empirical mod
and fitting functions for rotational rate constants.107–124Lang
et al., observed rotational relaxation of HF in HF–Ar mix
tures and fitted their data to a simple exponential mode125

Their observations are consistent with ours: At a given te
perature, higher J levels have lower probability of rotatio
deactivation, downward transitions are favored over upw
ones for comparableuDEHFu, and the rate constants decrea
as uDEHFu increases.

The power-gap law has been used to model the matri
Ji→Jf integral cross sections,111 but it is not accurate for the
completeJf-distribution.126 It has been shown that at lea
two sets of parameters are needed to fit the data:108 One set
for uDEHFu<uDEHFu* and one set foruDEHFu.uDEHFu* ,

FIG. 4. The rotational rate constantsk(v i51,Ji ,v f51,Jf ;T) for vibra-
tionally elastic collisions of HF(v51) and Ar as a function of temperatur
and the change in internal energyEHF(v f51,Jf)2EHF(v f51,Ji) in wave
numbers. The change in internal energy depends on the initial and
rotational angular momentum quantum numbersJi andJf . Temperature is
varied from 100 to 1500 K in increments of 100 K. For each temperat
lines are plotted representing the rate constants for all open channels
JfÞJi .
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where uDEHFu is the energy gap between initial and fin
rotational levels anduDEHFu* is the intersection of the re
gressions~indicated by the vertical line in Fig. 6!. The
power-gap law for the cross sections can be written,

s~v i ,Ji ,v f ,Jf ;Ek!5a~2Jf11!~Ek
f /Ek!

1/2uDEHFu2g,
~24!

wherea and g are fitting parameters andEk
f is the kinetic

energy of the final state. It follows from this equation that f
one set of parameters$a,g% a plot of ln@sV(vi ,Ji

50,v f ,Jf ;Ek)(Ek /Ek
f )1/2/(2Jf11)# versus lnuDEHF u should

yield a straight line. An example of such a plot is presen
in Fig. 6, where two sets of parameters were determined
separate linear regressions over the regions to the left
right of the vertical line. The plot is for pure-rotational tran

al

,
ith

FIG. 5. The rotational rate constantsk(v i51,Ji510,v f51,Jf ;T) for vibra-
tionally elastic collisions of HF(v51) and Ar as a function of temperatur
and the change in internal energyEHF(v f51,Jf)2EHF(v i51,Ji510) in
wave numbers. Numbers located above data points represent the final
tional angular momentum quantum number for the series of temperat
Data for the rotationally elastic transitionJi5Jf510 have been excluded.

FIG. 6. ln@sV50(vi51,Ji50,v f51,Jf ;Ek)(Ek /Ek
f )1/2/(2Jf11)# vs lnuDEHFu

for a relative translational energy of 12 878 cm21 with respect to the
HF(v51,J50) state energy. Circles represent final rotational angular m
mentum states and the vertical line represents the boundary between c
cally allowed and classically forbidden transitions. It is estimated from
intersection of the two power-gap law data fits.
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sitions with Ji50 andv51. It is clear that a single set o
parameters could not fit the data well over the entire ran

It should be emphasized that not all energetically op
channels are classically allowed.107 Some transitions are
classically inaccessible due to momentum conservation c
straints and from limitations placed by the topology of t
surface on angular momentum change. Classically there
maximum allowable value for the torque-arm~effective im-
pact parameter! in the impulsive limit. At sufficiently high
relative velocities, angular momentum conservation is m
restrictive than energy conservation, hence a channel ca
‘‘open’’ as far as energy is concerned, and yet be classic
forbidden.109,121

The angle dependent classical turning point at a rela
translation energy of 12 878 cm21 for the HF–Ar intermo-
lecular potential was fitted to an ellipse, as described ab
The center of the ellipse was found to be displaced 0.0
from the center-of-mass toward the hydrogen and the se
major and semiminor axes were 1.092 and 1.034 Å, resp
tively. For the ellipsoid model, the maximum classical lim
of the angular momentum transfer is,110

~DJ!max5A2m~AE1AE8!~A2B! ~25!

whereE andE8 are the initial and final translational kineti
energies,A andB are the semimajor and semiminor axes, a
m is the reduced mass. Using the ellipsoid model for HF–
at this energy, the maximum classically allowed change
angular momentum is (DJ)max516, which corresponds to
Jf516 in Fig. 6.

Agrawal et al., have shown that the intersection of th
regressions in Fig. 6 provides an estimate of the bound
between the classically allowed and classically forbidd
regions.110 The parameters for the power-gap law taken fro
these regions areg51.311, lna56.065, andg533.79, lna
5290.6, respectively. This yields an intersection at~8.762,
25.422! and a classical limit of 6385 cm21 above the inter-
nal energy of thev51, Ji50 state. This agrees well with th
ellipsoid model since it also predictsJf516 to be the last
classically allowed rotational level. The classically forbidd
region extends 6492 cm21 past the classical limit and in
cludes 8 channels that are open with respect to energy,
closed with respect to angular momentum. The cross sect
decrease rapidly with increasinguDEHFu in the classically
forbidden region.

C. Vibrational energy transfer

In order to determine vibrational energy transfer ra
constants, collisional cross sections were calculated betw
the first five vibrational states of hydrogen fluoride using
V2 potential. Cross sectionss(v i ,Ji ,v f ,Jf ;Ek) were calcu-
lated for all of the open rotational states of each vibratio
level. Examples of these cross sections for two relative tra
lational energies are shown in Fig. 7, where a line indica
the locus of V-R state changes that occur without an ass
ated change in internal energy or relative translational ene
(uDEHFu5uDEku50). Transitions close to this line exhib
primarily V-R energy transfer where the change in vib
tional energy is accompanied by a change in rotational
.
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ergy of nearly identical magnitude, but of opposite sig
there is virtually no change in translational energy. T
graphs show that V-R energy transfer is strongly favored
this system, in agreement with previous findings.18,19For ac-
tivation, for deactivation, and for transitions where the vib
tional state changes by more than one quantum number
energy transfer was found to be favored.

To obtain vibrational energy transfer rate constan
cross sections from an initial rotational stateJi were summed
over the set of all open final states@Eq. ~21!#. Calculations
were performed for a range of relative translational energ
Ek resulting in a cross section that depends on the energy
the initial rotational state. An example of these cross secti
is shown in Fig. 8 forJi50. For lower energies the cros
section exhibits structure that has been associated
resonances.127–133 These resonances invert the slope of t
cross section as a function of kinetic energy and some in
vidual resonances are evident as spikes on plots of this fu
tion. Qualitatively these resonances are due to quasi-bo
states as the Ar orbits the HF in the region of the attract
well. However, a full characterization requires analysis127 of
the S matrix, which has not been attempted here.

The cross sectionss(v i ,Ji ,v f ;Ek) for Ar1HF ~v52
and 4;Ji54, 6, 8, and 10! were calculated by Thompson19

for a relative translational energy of 5251 cm21. From his
data, Thompson concluded that a relatively small increas
rotation causes a dramatic increase in the cross section
both upward and downward transitions. In a later publicat

FIG. 7. State-to-state vibrational deactivation cross sections of HF(v51)
by Ar. The cross sectionss(v i51,Ji ,v f50,Jf ;Ek) are functions of the
relative translational energyEk and depend parametrically on the initia
rotational angular momentum quantum numberJi and on the final quantum
numberJf . The top graph is for a relative translational energy of 2651
cm21 and the bottom is for 6469.70 cm21. A line in thex2y plane of both
graphs is the locus of V-R state changes that occur withuDEHFu50.
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Thompson showed that the trend was not well-behaved,
observed that the cross sectionss(v i ,Ji ,v f ;Ek) are strongly
dependent on the initial rotational statesJi .18 The present
results are in qualitative agreement with Thompson. T
magnitudes of the cross sections are significantly differ
for varying Ji at constant relative translational energy,
shown in Fig. 9 for energies in the neighborhood of th
investigated by Thompson. The ordering of the cross sect
often changes as a function of relative translational ener

The predicted vibrational deactivation rate constants
HF(v51) as a function of temperature are shown in Fig.
for all four potentials. From the figure it is apparent that
of the rate constants are very similar. This is in spite of
different modifications made to the repulsive walls of t
potentials and indicates that the calculated results are
very sensitive to the kind of PES enhancing techniques
ployed here. The original unmodified MP2ab initio surface
performs well and predicts the lowest cross sections.

FIG. 8. The cross sectionsV50(v i51,Ji510,v f50;Ek) as a function of the
relative translational energy for the vibrational deactivation of HF(v51) by
Ar. Cross sections are summed over all finalJf states. The graphical inse
shows the low-temperature region of the plot expanded.

FIG. 9. The cross sectionssV50(v i ,Ji ,v f ;Ek) as a function of relative
translational energy for the vibrational deactivation of HF(v51) by Ar.
Cross sections are summed over all finalJf states. Cross sections forJi

.10 and odd cross sections have been excluded to enhance graphica
ity.
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predicted vibrational deactivation rate constant for HFv
51) as a function of temperature is shown in Fig. 11, wh
the theoretical rate constant obtained with theV2 potential is
presented along with the available experimental data.

As discussed previously, experimental measuremen
HF(v) deactivation by Ar is very difficult at low tempera
ture. Quantitative experimental values only extend down
800 K and there are large differences in reports from diff
ent groups. The reported experiments at 294 and 350 K w
only able to provide upper limits. In the present work, it w
possible to evaluate theoretical rate constants from be
100 K to as high as 1500 K. Our calculated results are
good agreement with the available experiments, given
spread of the measurements.

At low temperature, the cross-section resonances ca
the rate constant to pass through a maximum located aro

lar-

FIG. 10. A comparison of the vibrational deactivation rate constants for
four potentials.

FIG. 11. The vibrational deactivation rate constant for HF(v51) collisions
with Ar as a function of temperature. Theoretical data is represented

, the experimental data of Blairet al. ~Ref. 15! is represented by ,
the experimental data of Vasil’evet al.17 is represented by • • • , and
the experimental data of Bott and Cohen~Ref. 10! is represented by• • • •.
The experimental rate constant upper limits of Hancock and Green~Refs.
11,16!, Hinchen~Ref. 14!, Airey et al. ~Ref. 9!, and Friedet al. ~Ref. 13! at
lower temperature are represented bys. Hinchen reported the same valu
for the upper limit at 295 K as did Hancock and Green, and, therefore, t
is only one circle for both. The graphical inset expands the low-tempera
region.
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9.4 K, as shown in an expanded scale~see the graphical inse
in Fig. 11!. The calculated rate constants are less accura
temperatures below 100 K due to limitations of the coupl
states approximation and the influence of the resonan
However, the description of thev51 to v50 transition in
the 0 to 100 K temperature regime is in good qualitat
agreement with close-coupled calculations that we p
formed.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Theoretical vibrational energy transfer studies require
accurate description of the intermolecular potential ene
dependence on the diatomic bond length. The inversion
experimental data is often technically challenging and
quires spectroscopic data or collisional energy transfer d
that may not exist or may only describe part of the necess
potential surface. The production of theoreticalab initio sur-
faces is technically and computationally demanding beca
highly correlated quantum chemistry methods must be
ployed with large basis sets for many nuclear configuratio
Spectroscopically accurate surfaces still only exist for a f
systems. The approach taken here was to combine a com
tationally modestab initio method with a simple yet effec
tive inclusion of experimental data. The results show that
method is capable of reproducing experimental observati
while at the same time producing a wealth of new detai
information.

All three modified potential energy surfaces perform b
ter than the original MP2 surface for the calculations p
sented here. Of the three modified surfaces, none is cle
superior for all applications. TheV2 potential more closely
reproduces the experimental binding energies and rotati
activation cross sections. However, this potential undere
mates the depth of the global minimum atu50° ~by ;22
cm21! and overestimates the depth of the local minimum
u5180° ~by ;10 cm21, see Table I!. TheV1 andV3 poten-
tials reproduce the stationary points more accurately and
erwise are similar to each other, with only modest differen
in the calculated properties.

Accurate determination of the rotational energy trans
cross sectionss(v i ,Ji ,v f ,Jf ,Ek) and s(v i ,Ji ,v f ,Ek) re-
quired inclusion of an angle-dependent augmentation of
PES. All of the augmented potentials were in good agr
ment with spectroscopic measurements and with experim
tal scattering cross sections. The rate constants show m
characteristics which are consistent over the temperat
studied: HigherJ levels have lower probability of rotationa
deactivation, downward transitions are favored over upw
ones for comparableuDEHFu, and the rate constants decrea
asuDEHFu increases. However, the calculated rotational cr
sections show complicated behavior and even the rela
magnitudes of the state-to-state rate constants depen
translational energy.

The magnitudes of the state-to-state rate constants
subject to both energy conservation and momentum con
vation, and they may be limited by either one. The co
straints placed on the rotational cross section by momen
affect the rotational energy transfer rate constants as we
the vibrational energy transfer rate constants for the ene
at
-
s.
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range studied. The constraints have the effect of lowering
cross sections and therefore the rate constants. They
complicate the use of empirical fitting functions like th
power-gap law.

The vibrational energy transfer rate constants show
little sensitivity to the specific augmented potentials, all thr
of which give rate constants within a factor of two of tho
for the MP2 surface. The calculations reaffirm that ene
transfer for the HF–Ar system is primarily V-R with little
change in internal energyuDEHFu. This is the case for up-
ward or downward vibrational transitions, transitions whe
the vibrational state changes by more than one quan
number, and for purely rotational transitions as well. F
downward vibrational transitions this would result in a no
Boltzmann increase in the population of the higher rotatio
levels and the opposite trend for the upward transitions. T
vibrational rate constants for HF are in agreement with
perimental values and predictions have been made in
low-temperature regime where experimental measurem
are lacking.
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